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CONGRESSMAN TOM PRICE VISITS GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY CONNECTION, INC.

Atlanta, GA. May 10, 2006 – Congressman Tom Price visited Global Technology Connection, Inc.’s (GTC) office to see first-hand the technology under development by a small business in Georgia.

Global Technology Connection, Inc. primarily develops machinery and battery health monitoring technologies to detect impending failures and predict remaining useful life for Condition-based Maintenance systems (CBM).

Tom Price viewed many GTC developed technologies related to pump and chiller diagnostics and prognostics, self-healing composites, affordability measurement and prediction, multidisciplinary optimization of ship systems, and Li-ion battery health monitoring. The congressman expressed the importance of small businesses to Georgia’s economy and the need for these technologies to reduce maintenance costs and increase safety in US military vehicles.
In attendance, were members of Lockheed Martin’s staff who have worked closely with GTC in the Georgia Governor’s Mentor-Protégé Program. For further information, contact Dr. Ash Thakker at (770) 803-3001.